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ABSTRACT | Most first-year seminars exist to ensure that incoming
students achieve what is commonly described as “academic success.”
While definitions of this term vary widely, it most often means
socializing students into an academic culture so that they will remain
at the institution, achieve a strong gpa, and graduate on time. Most
first-year seminars focus on skills that either help students prepare for
performing academic tasks or help students engage in academic tasks.
This article introduces an alternative framework that moves beyond
academic task training and advances the idea that a first-year seminar
should provide a foundation for the cultivation of critical intellectual
agency. This article calls this framework critical inquiry. It defines
critical inquiry as the interrogation of the disciplinary cultures and
practices where knowledge is produced and the pedagogical and
curricular architectures where it is reproduced. As a conceptual core for
first-year seminars, critical inquiry unpacks the learning environment
for students, making its hidden expectations, cultures, and structures
of power and privilege visible to students. In doing so, it prepares them
to critically engage with and harness the educational environment in
the development of their own identities as intellectual agents.
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The Trouble with Academic Success
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The Meaning Gap
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Minding the (Meaning) Gap

The First Construction: Knowledge Produced in the Disciplines
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The Second Construction: Knowledge Reproduced in the Classroom
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Confronting the Double Construction
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NOTES

1. With limited space available, I am regrettably unable to treat both the aims andmethods of crit-
ical inquiry. As such, this essay will focus on the aims of critical inquiry alone. I believe that achieving
critical inquiry also demands a substantial shift in the methods by which those aims are achieved.
An essay focused onmethodological issues relating to the concept of critical inquiry is currently under
preparation.

2. For further informationonhownovices andexperts approach andexperience aprocess of inquiry
differently, see Schön, 1983.

3. While this particular example was pulled from my observations of English literature courses,
due to the pervasiveness of the conduit model in the academy, I have encountered the meaning gap
in the pedagogies of every discipline I have observed.

4. Because of the deep influence of the conduitmodel on their beliefs about teaching, I have found
that this second construction is often significantly more difficult for faculty to grasp. As stated earlier,
the conduit model views teaching as a form of telling: a simple and objective distribution of informa-
tion from expert to novice. As a result of this belief, faculty often struggle to grasp the idea that the
classroom is a value-laden environment and that they are its primary architect.
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5. Compounding the difficulty of applying critical inquiry to the built environment of the school is
the fact that almost all faculty are atypical learners who excelled among their undergraduate peers.
As such, faculty often have significant difficulty understanding the critical dynamics of a traditional
classroom environment because they themselves benefited academically and intellectually from tra-
ditional academic norms. They often represent the “learning privileged” for whom the oppressive
dynamics of the classroom remain invisible.
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